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Some Higgs couplings probed by LHC
Higgs couplings to 2 gauge bosons:

Higgs couplings to 2 fermions:

Higgs couplings to 2 fermions and 1 gauge boson:

...
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Higgs couplings probed by LHC in κ-formalism
Higgs couplings to 2 gauge bosons:

Higgs couplings to 2 fermions:

Higgs couplings to 2 fermions and 1 gauge boson:
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The Onion of WG2

SM EFT 
with D=6 operators

PO

Fiducial x-sec

Simplified template  x-sec

κ-formalism

LO SM EFT 
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Higgs couplings probed by LO SM EFT
Higgs couplings to 2 gauge bosons:

Higgs couplings to 2 fermions:

Assuming MFV, 9(7) combinations of CP-even (odd)  
EFT parameters can affect LHC Higgs observables at LO 
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Ellipses DC tth DC tth+Vh

�cz 0.01± 0.31 �0.12± 0.25 �0.13± 0.18

czz 0.21± 0.50 0.14± 0.76 0.76± 0.69

cz2 �0.21± 0.31 �0.22± 0.31 �0.38± 0.44

c�� 0.006± 0.015 �0.008± 0.014 �0.0040± 0.0089

cz� �0.002± 0.073 �0.0025± 0.0625 �0.001± 0.054

cgg �0.0001± 0.0047 �0.0055± 0.0028 �0.0060± 0.0029

�yu 0.03± 0.51 0.58± 0.35 0.62± 0.45

�yd �0.13± 0.53 �0.43± 0.32 �0.55± 0.27

�ye �0.14± 0.36 �0.28± 0.21 �0.32± 0.28

Table 3: Fit to Run-1 data for di↵erent experimental data choices in the �� and WW ⇤

channels. “Ellipses” uses only the 2D likelihood in the µggh+tth-µVBF+Vh plane. “DC
tth” includes in addition the tth measurements; this is a bit of double counting because
tth is already included in µggh+tth, but there it is very subleading compared to ggh so
the error made should not be important. “DC tth+Vh” includes in addition the V h
measurements; the similar comment about double counting V h in µVBF+Vh applies.

Ellipses DC tth DC tth+Vh

�cz �0.02± 0.13 �0.01± 0.12 �0.08± 0.12

czz �0.29± 0.38 �0.29± 0.38 �0.50± 0.33

cz2 0.07± 0.17 0.06± 0.16 0.18± 0.12

c�� 0.0007± 0.0089 0.0006± 0.0085 �0.0024± 0.0078

cz� �0.011± 0.076 �0.011± 0.074 �0.010± 0.077

cgg �0.0037± 0.0010 �0.0041± 0.0010 �0.0040± 0.0009

�yu 0.22± 0.16 0.26± 0.15 0.22± 0.15

�yd �0.38± 0.21 �0.39± 0.21 �0.47± 0.20

�ye �0.11± 0.13 �0.12± 0.13 �0.11± 0.13

Table 4: Fit to Run-1+2 data for di↵erent Run-1 data choices.
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Higgs constraints on EFT
Run-1+2 fit Run-1 fit

Ellipses DC tth DC tth+Vh

�cz 0.01± 0.31 �0.12± 0.25 �0.13± 0.18

czz 0.21± 0.50 0.14± 0.76 0.76± 0.69

cz2 �0.21± 0.31 �0.22± 0.31 �0.38± 0.44

c�� 0.006± 0.015 �0.008± 0.014 �0.0040± 0.0089

cz� �0.002± 0.073 �0.0025± 0.0625 �0.001± 0.054

cgg �0.0001± 0.0047 �0.0055± 0.0028 �0.0060± 0.0029

�yu 0.03± 0.51 0.58± 0.35 0.62± 0.45

�yd �0.13± 0.53 �0.43± 0.32 �0.55± 0.27

�ye �0.14± 0.36 �0.28± 0.21 �0.32± 0.28

Table 3: Fit to Run-1 data for di↵erent experimental data choices in the �� and WW ⇤

channels. “Ellipses” uses only the 2D likelihood in the µggh+tth-µVBF+Vh plane. “DC
tth” includes in addition the tth measurements; this is a bit of double counting because
tth is already included in µggh+tth, but there it is very subleading compared to ggh so
the error made should not be important. “DC tth+Vh” includes in addition the V h
measurements; the similar comment about double counting V h in µVBF+Vh applies.

Ellipses DC tth DC tth+Vh

�cz �0.02± 0.13 �0.01± 0.12 �0.08± 0.12

czz �0.29± 0.38 �0.29± 0.38 �0.50± 0.33

cz2 0.07± 0.17 0.06± 0.16 0.18± 0.12

c�� 0.0007± 0.0089 0.0006± 0.0085 �0.0024± 0.0078

cz� �0.011± 0.076 �0.011± 0.074 �0.010± 0.077

cgg �0.0037± 0.0010 �0.0041± 0.0010 �0.0040± 0.0009

�yu 0.22± 0.16 0.26± 0.15 0.22± 0.15

�yd �0.38± 0.21 �0.39± 0.21 �0.47± 0.20

�ye �0.11± 0.13 �0.12± 0.13 �0.11± 0.13

Table 4: Fit to Run-1+2 data for di↵erent Run-1 data choices.
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Given existing LHC Run1&2 data, the 9 combinations of CP-
even EFT parameters affecting  LHC Higgs observables at 

LO  can already  be constrained with decent precision
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What else would be useful for LO EFT fits

#1 Separate signal strength in main production 
(ggh,VBF,Wh,Zh,tth) and decay channels (WW/

ZZ/γγ/Zγ/bb/ττ), including correlations   
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Figure 14: Negative log-likelihood contours at 68% CL in the (µ f
ggF+ttH , µ f

VBF+VH) plane for the combination of
ATLAS and CMS, as obtained from the ten-parameter fit described in the text for each of the five decay channels
H ! ZZ, H ! WW, H ! ��, H ! ⌧⌧, and H ! bb. The best fit values obtained for each of the five decay
channels are also shown, together with the SM expectation.

mass measurements in the di↵erent channels. Several BSM models predict, for example, a superposition
of states with indistinguishable mass values [121–124], possibly with di↵erent coupling structures to the
SM particles. With such an assumption, it may be possible to distinguish between single and multiple
states by measuring the cross sections of individual production processes independently for each decay
mode, as described in Section 4.1.1. Several methods have been proposed to assess the compatibility
of the data with a single state [125, 126]. A test for the possible presence of overlapping Higgs boson
states is performed, based on a profile likelihood ratio suggested in Ref. [127]. This test accounts both
for missing measurements, such as the H ! bb decay mode in the ggF and VBF production processes,
and for uncertainties in the measurements, including their correlations.

35

Usual 2D likelihood 
plot erases vital 
information because 
it dumps together 
different production 
modes that depend 
on different 
combinations of EFT 
parameters 
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WH and ZH depend on different combinations of 
EFT parameters even when custodial symmetry is 
imposed

#2 Separate signal strength for WH and ZH 
production*

What else would be useful for LO EFT fits

* Already done for  ATLAS/CMS run-1 combination, but not for all run-2 results so far
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VBF/WH/ZH cross sections depend on different 
combinations of EFT parameters for different proton 
collision energies

#3 Separate signal strength for different LHC 
energies (7/8/13/14/15 TeV)  

What else would be useful for LO EFT fits
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One of the 9 parameters strongly 
constrained by Zγ signal strength, even if no 
Higgs signal is observed in this channel 

#4 Zγ

What else would be useful for LO EFT fits
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2-derivative Higgs couplings to gauge bosons 
strongly constrained by tails of VBF/WH/ZH 
distribution, even before Higgs signal is 
observed there 

#5 Tails

What else would be useful for LO EFT fits
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Multi-dimensional mass and angular  
distributions contain a lot of complementary 
information about Higgs couplings to Z and γ 

#6 Four-lepton events

What else would be useful for LO EFT fits
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In LO EFT, corrections to triple gauge 
couplings g1z and κγ depend on same EFT 
parameters as corrections to Higgs couplings 
to gauge bosons

#7  Combined TGC likelihood

What else would be useful for LO EFT fits
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